About UDBHAV
‘ Udbhav’ which literally means to originate: to begin to exist. The term is
relevant because this community art project has sown the seeds for a new
creative life in this place.
Udbhav was one year long (2016-17) community art project led by Avinash
Karn and supported by Artreach India, New Delhi.
Web Link for Udbhav blog is: http://udbhavproject.blogspot.in/
Artreach: http://www.artreachindia.com/udbhav.html
And facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/udbhavproject/

About ARTREACH:
Artreach bring art and artists into the lives and homes of marginalized
children and communities in and around Delhi now presents a community
art project in Jharkhand.
Artreach work with contemporary and traditional Indian and international
artists and partner with NGOs, schools, foundations and museums. Its
volunteer residency programme results in lively murals painted by children
in their homes; Teaching Fellowship funds artists to work with groups of
young people in care; support long-term community projects and
interventions, often in difficult conditions like homeless shelters, where artist
facilitators use art to foster community cohesion; also lead a series of
workshops bringing mainstream and marginalised children together
Artreach India’s mission is to reach children and young people living in
marginalised communities across India and transform their lives through
art.
Website: http://www.artreachindia.com/

About AVINASH KARN:

Varanasi based artist Avinash Karn, has a BFA degree from Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi. His recent participations include Tabiyat, at the
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya, Mumbai (2016); Mithila
Art, at the Casa Colombo Art Centre, Jersey City, USA; Viswaroopa- The
Form of Universe, at the Birla Academy of Art & Culture, Kolkata(2018). He
has participated in several art camps in the country and also been part of
many workshops and residency programs.
Avinash Karn’s work takes its sustenance from tradional Madhubani Painting,
yet the artist has chosen, over the years, to explore contemporary themes
with this specific lexicon. Without veering away from the techniques of line,
form, and filling, Karn has managed to create an indivisuality within the
style. In his works on display at Birla Academy, Kolkata, one is introduced
quite plainly to the open minded approach towards sensuality which could
traditionally be a topic of taboo. He addresses creation as a whole and the
concepts of procreation through his simplistic style depicting yoni and
lingam forms in innovative poses, thus breaking the mundane visual
representations and metaphors over the centuries. (Source: CatalogueViswaroopa, Birla Academy of Art and Culture).

List of Participants:

1. Rajani Kachhop
2. Maini Devi
3. Tannu Kumari
4. Sunita Devi
5. Seema Kumari
6. Kanjo Devi
7. Nikita Toppo
8. Manisha Kumari
9. Sanjoti Kumari
10. Sapna Kumari
11. Lalita Kumari
12.Arti Kumari
13. Puja Kumari
14. Raj Kishor
15. Radhesh Oraon

MATERIAL:

After the successful meeting on March 20th, 2016 in Chandidih, I came back to
Varanasi where I live and work. I did a small research on the material. I met
people who work with natural and earth colour pigments. I brought several
kinds of colour, pigment and dye from the local colour market in Varanasi. I
also had some Multani clay in my studio. So I researched and experimented
with these materials.

STYLE:
I know that the style we work in is not indigenous to their culture and region.
So I cannot manipulate or pressurise them to adopt our traditional Madhubani
art even there is an art -practice called ‘Sohrai’ existing in nearby villages. But
two years back when we had a workshop of Madhubani art with these people ,
this experience left a strong impact upon them. Finally I decided to introduce
them with Sohrai art too. During the meeting, I had some samples of Sohrai
art with me. I distributed these samples amongst the people present at the
meeting. In my mind, I had an idea of mixing both of the art style, the
Madhubani and the Sohrai together.

First Mural: Water

Access to potable water in villages is still a major problem. It has to
be fetched from long distances. This task is usually done by the
women trekking on hilly-undefined roads, thorns etc. Along with the several life
-taking dangerous elements like poisonous snakes, wild animals and many
more. The place seemed so bleak and unattractive in context of the difficult
lives the tribals are made to live. I immediately thought of bringing some
colour to this set up. I wanted to gift them with an opportunity, an invitation to
forget their sad stories of their daily life by investing in the world of colour and
images. I was looking to create those pure moments of joy, beauty, creativity,
camaraderie wherein the best of their life and experiences could reflect. On a
personal note, I think art can also be a tool if used positively which can help
one to rise above the adversities in life .These are the reasons I opt to create
our first mural around this issue.
We started the first mural of project Udbhav, on April 5th, 2016.
I saw that even when a woman was pregnant, she had to do all these
things. I was shocked to see an eight months pregnant woman walking a
few miles carrying water. Same was the case with women who had small
children. Often women carry their newly born with them while they go to
fetch water. The harsh reality needed to be addressed through the art. I
was teaching them the technique, but moreover, I was helping them
translate their own unique ideas to something tangible.

Second Mural: Finding Life- story of Dharmnath
We painted mural on Dharmnath’s wall titled, 'Finding Life -The story of Dharmnath'. This
painting talks about different aspects of life that is surviving without medical facilities in
the area. In one part of the painting Dharmnath is flying with 'Sanjeevni Buti' (Life giving
herbs, as Hanuman brought for Laxman in Ramayana epic) for his perennially sick
mother.

Third Mural: Celebration

This mural was done with Discovery channel crew and Udbhav young participants. This is about
the celebration and preparation for a local festival dedicated to nature.

Fourth Mural: We Worship, They Cut
This mural was done on Radhesh-Rajani wall. Due to rainy season, Radhesh used plastic tent to
protect mural and work under it.
This work was focused on environmental issues and how outsiders play game to cut trees and
plant their factories in the valley.

My Experience:
I see Udbhav not only community interactive project but also a collaborative exchange of art,
language and culture between me and the participating community. I have experienced a lot
with them throughout the year.
In Jharkhand, Oraon tribes have been less involved in art activities. The participants of Udbhav
are from Chandidih and its neighboring village, where there is no art/craft tradition exists.
When I first arrived in the area, I found they are completely empty in art. But at the initial stage
of Udbhav, I discovered that they carry all those intrinsic qualities which are necessary to be an
artist. People from tribal community are simple and authentic and true to their heart. They are
peace loving and have real care for the nature. This is one of the enormous reasons that they
shown complete interest in art learning and thus came with me with great enthusiasm.
Learning an art form has been the first priority of Udbhav members. They have many beautiful
answers, why they are learning Madhubani painting and mixing Sohrai with it. Or why they
keep, the earning livelihood from art as their secondary choice.
Radhesh Oraon, One of the Udbhav participants and ward member of the village says, “We
should not think while working that we will raise livelihood through art but the most important
is we are raising a tradition of mural and painting in our community where art never has been
in practice.”
Radhesh has been boosting Udbhav members in such positive ways and helped me in every
condition.
I felt very emotional when he told me, “Bhaiya, you come for workshop by travelling from
Varanasi to Chandidih. I understand how much you do for us. And if in case you came and there
is dead body in my house, I will tell my brother to go for funeral and I will come with you for
workshop.”
I take this sentence as a reward for my love to these people. Radhesh has been backbone of
Udbhav and still thinking that I will come back with more projects for his community.
Maini Devi, One of the most talented members of Udbhav, has impressed me with her skills
many times. She is very different woman. Her passion for learning art left me spellbound. She is
the only member who never been absent a single day at workshops. Seeing her at work is a
complete satisfaction for me. She just hold brush, pick colour, think for few seconds and draw
lines in a stretch, with full confidence. She draw like skilled artists. Till the end of the project,
she has developed her own language i.e., neither Madhubani nor the Sohrai, but her own. I

believe, her style could be developed as the traditional style of Chandidih or must be called
‘JONHA ART’ (as the participants also comes from other villages of Jonha area).

Auto-Rickshaw by Maini Devi

The figure “Auto-rickshaw” is the most impressive and the best example of her talent,
observation, simplicity and authentic flow of her intrinsic art. The only thing she need is a
proper guidance to develop her own style more proficiently.
Another quality of Maini Devi which makes her different from others is, She has many things to
say. As she feel things differently, she need to share her thoughts or express in any ways. But
being a woman from traditional conservative family, she has never expressed her thoughts,
ideas, emotions and feelings. But when I sit with her, and try to help in visualizing her world,
she comes up with strange ideas which is unusual and beyond the expectations. Where women
are very personal and never allow opening herself, Maini Devi see clouds as if it was ploughed
by God in the sky.
In one of my visit, I found Maini Devi unhealthy. She look like in pregnancy but it was a growing
stomach because of large tumor. I suggested her to rest and leave this workshop for a while.
But next day she was present. I asked her why not to get medical treatment as she was losing
her weight very fast. She replied showing her stomach, local Ojha (the exorcist) has made many
burnt marks to heal her problem. She has no money to go to city for medical treatments as her
husband runs small shop and not in condition to get funds for medicine.

I trembled from inside. I was not ready to accept to see losing one of the big strengths of
Udbhav. So I decided to support her. Somehow, I raised fund from some of my friends in Delhi
and Ranchi and funded for her operation.
A day before going inside OT, Maini Devi made few paintings with materials available with her
(Rakhi packet card and sketch pen of her daughter). She tells, “I thought I might not come back
from OT as doctors already approved my condition critical. So I decided to paint more and
more. I was not sure if I could paint again or not. I painted whatever comes to my mind and
with whatever stuffs available with me”.She painted mostly flora and fauna, marriage scene in
Madhubani style and animals in Sohrai.
Maini has a daughter called Puja. She is also very interested in art. She never joined our
workshop except the last one, but copied her mother’s painting and made a marriage scene
with ball pen and pencil which is very detailed and doubles in size of her mother’s work.

I don’t say, Udbhav was planned to form a tradition of art in Jonha area, but the impact of
Udbhav is now flickering only within a year. Art has been adopted by one generation and is
transferring to their next generation.
Like Maini Devi, Sunita Devi, Kanjo Devi, Sunita Devi, Rajani Kachhop, Radhesh Oraon, Nikita,
Sanjoti, Arti, etc. has been continuously working in Udbhav workshops and I have seen them
growing. Through Udbhav, they have not only developed their skill but also the visualization
and the way of interpretation of an idea in a composition.
In the painting, ‘Fish Market’ by Lalita Munda, A lady has Rs.2000 note in her hand. The fish
seller asking her for change money. Thus she looks worried. A lady next to her making her
relaxed and pat softly over her shoulder and looking like saying- don’t worry, I am going to help

you. The wife of the seller has traditional Hansu/Panakhi (vegetable cutting blade), but she is
doing nothing but waiting for change money and order.
In this composition, fishes are hanged with the roof and are of big size, equal to the human
figures. Lalita is very young but has shown that she doesn’t pick and put elements in
composition without any relevance.
Udbhav has many stories to tell. Our everyday was story. We enjoyed each single day. Samosa
and Jalebi became our favorite refreshments.
Animals were also the part of Udhbav. Cows and goats always look for our water bucket which
we used to keep for brush cleaning. They have to travel long way to find water in the valley, so
our water bucket was their easy hunt.
On the last day of Udbhav, I didn’t say that this is the last day they are seeing me here. There
were two reasons behind this- one I had no such strength to say this and another reason was, I
do not want to leave them which may cause damage to their art practice. So I said, only our
Udbhav workshops are finished today, but I will be coming to see your works and help you in
selling them as well as will be coming with new projects if possible. Instead of being affected,
they became excited to know- what we are going to do next.

Images of Udbhav:

After Udbhav:
Being an artist, I understand the art is a practice and it takes enough time to flourish. I have
been interested in preparing these tribal people for art practice instead of craft. As craft brings
instant livelihood so Mangesh and Anand, my friends in Ranchi expected me for craft workshops.
So both of them never shown their interest in art workshops during Udbhav throughout the year.
Though they have appreciate my works and efforts in that area. They still expect me to guide
them in craft skills. But I personally don’t have interest in such idea. Because I think it is not
good to move such talents towards craft making who already has developed their mindsets for
art creation. Their art can bring them their identity as well as money. So there is no any
relevance to engage in craft making works.
This year I am working hard to develop my own studio in Varanasi and will have funds to call
Maini Devi and other members of Udbhav to my studio for 10-15 days long residential workshop.
Every month one or two artists will be working on a painting as a collaborative work and once
have good collection, those works will be showcased on my website and may be in galleries for
business and promotional purpose. This way, I could generate income as well as popularity to
these artists. This studio-residency program may be called UDBHAV-2. But before that I would
need to apply for financial supports to any organization or individual sponsor.
In return, we may give some portion of total sale to the sponsor. Thus the total sale will be
divided in three portions- One part to the studio, second part to the engaged artists in sold work
and third part to the sponsor/gallery.
The participating artists will have their online profile on the websites. Once they are prepared to
work individually, they would be able to choose the way of working. Either they may open artclasses at home or can sell individually. Some of them may be connected with my studio to
develop works and sell through my website/links.
All of the Udbhav members are ready to come and stay in Varanasi at my studio for 10-15 days.
Even their parents and guardians are positive towards this initiative. So I am much excited for
my future projects at my studio.
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